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Key features

 Unique surface provides maximum cooling
 One 140 mm Ultra Silent FAN and four additional
70 mm FANS working simultaneously
 Fan speed controller
 Illuminated LED fans
 Modern design allows you to change the angle
 Anti-skid rubbermat

MODECOM SILENT FAN MC-CF15
Latest Laptop cooling pad MODECOM MC-SILENT FAN CF15 characterized by ergonomic and modern
design provides a comfortable work with every notebook up to 17".
MODECOM MC-CF15 has many efficient wind turbines (up to 5 fans with speed fan control), which
effectively provide a low temperature of the laptop. The super light-weight and compact design make the
MODECOM SILENT FAN MC-CF15 pad very comfortable in transport.

 Two USB ports

MODECOM MC-CF15
Laptop cooling pad

Fan speed controller
Stand
MODECOM
MC-CF15
is
characterized by the number of wind
turbines (up to 5 fans - they work
simultaneously), which effectively provide a
low temperature of the laptop.

Silence above all
In addition to the fantastic design pad
MODECOM MC-CF15 provides absolute
silence thanks to the 140 mm SILENT FAN. This
is very quiet and efficient fan to prevent
overheating of the laptop its work is assisted
by four mounted fans with a diameter of 70
mm.
Fans are also illuminated with blue LED light.

MODECOM MC-CF15
Laptop cooling pad

USABILITY AND FUNCTIONALITY
IN ONE
MODECOM MC-SILENT FAN MC-CF15 is very solid because it was
made of high quality plastic material. Its upper part was made in latest
technology of unique surface which provides excellent removal of
heat emitted by the laptop. MC-CF15 has been designed to provide
the highest comfort of use. The product employs numerous
technologies which make working with a mobile computer pure
pleasure. The two foldable legs deserve particular attention, as they
make it possible to adjust the pad’s angle of inclination. Moreover,
placed on one side of the dual-port USB (USB HUB), allows a
comfortable connection to your laptop without having to block USB
port. Additionally, the bottom part of the pad contains four anti-slip
rubber pads, so as to enhance the stability of the pad.

Technical specifications
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Technical specifications
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NOTEBOOK COOLER

- Dimensions (L x W x H): 390 x 290 x 25mm
- Weight: 700g

FAN 140mm

- Rated voltage: 5VDC
- Rated current: 0,15 +/- 0,02A
- FAN speed: 1000 +/- 100RPM
- Air flow: 56CFM
- Noise level: 21dB
- Bearing type: Hydraumatic

FAN 70mm

- Rated voltage: 5VDC
- Rated current: 0,08 +/- 0,02A
- FAN speed: 1800 +/- 100RPM
- Air flow: 28CFM
- Noise level: 26dB
- Bearing type: Hydraumatic
PL-MC-CF-15
EAN: 5901885240275
Bulk box: 10 pcs
Dimensions of bullk box: 44,50 x 32,50 x 42,50 cm
Weight of a bulk box: 11 kg
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